
 

Sound Driver Ess Solo

aureal vortex 2 was one of the first modern sound cards with modern digital circuitry. the card has an external fm synth chip for fm sound synthesis, and a digital stereo sound-chip (the dsxg sound-chip). i finally
found a way to use the waveout driver directly! if you do a quick google, there are several posts on this, and the other way around. now, the "driver" is in the form of a small hex file in the same directory as the
executable (ess). i just had to rename it to.wavout and then change the name in the dos software to waveout.dll (or whatever the name is). anyway, it does not work for me, but you should be able to use it as a
workaround. i have no clue why this is not already in the driver. i have the same problems as the others. but then i downloaded the driver from the vogons library. i never tried to extract it, but it was in a zip file,
and i placed it into the folder of the executable. it does not complain anymore, but i have no sound. i have a new driver, which is supposed to work with ess solo. the driver is based on the older driver and has all
the same features, but it works much better. i have set up a thread on the forum for it: the driver is really good, but it does not work for me. in every game i have tried it, the sound works fine, but the volume is
so low, that it barely is audible. i have tried with two different sound cards (an 8820 and an 8830), both with the same problem. to get an easier sound, you can use the phonic ( soundcard in combination with

the adlib driver. it works very well and has a driver that is easy to install in dos. however, there is no way to get stereo sound in dos. this is why i want to try and use the esd driver. however, i do not know how to
convert it into a.dll. is there anyone who has made a driver like this?
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1) so far in the couple of games i've
tested, i have no fx sound, only

music. is there a solution or is it due
to the infamous i865 / ich5

incompatibility 2) i have two
separate partitions, one with plain

dos 6.22 and one with win98:
installing the driver under pure dos
(aka copying the files and updating
config.sys and autoexec.bat) i get a
warning that i should.. use windows
to set up the sound card in dos what
does it mean, that there is no native
dos driver im gonna be the first to

admit that i don't exactly know what
i'm doing when it comes to sound
drivers. i have the dkarte-pci.html
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and have tried to install it. to be
honest, i'm not sure what i'm

supposed to do with it. i have read
the whole documentation and

tutorials and everything and i still
don't know if i'm doing something

right. i thought i'd at least figure out
if it'll work or not and if it does, how
it works. unfortunately, i'm having

some problems and i'm not sure how
to fix them. i also do not have the
money to buy another card to test

with. for your information, i'm
running pure dos 6.22 with no

windows on my machine. i have a
2.0ghz processor with a geforce

mx400 card. i have no sound at all.
first off, i can't get sound in games. i

tried combat and it says that the
card is playing, but no sounds. i
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don't know if it's working at all or not
because i don't have any music to

test it with. i get no sounds in any of
the games, not even in the bios. i
ran the device driver installer as

directed, but i still don't have sound.
i have no idea if it's the card, the

driver, or if it's the machine. maybe
it's something else. maybe i'm just
doing everything wrong and i need

help. 5ec8ef588b
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